Summary of Comment: Utility Regulation Should not Be Characterized as a “Regulatory Compact”

The February 4, 2016 Stakeholder Briefing Memo on the QER’s Second Installment describes the regulation of investor-owned electric utilities (IOUs) by state public utility commissions (PUC) as a “regulatory compact.” On behalf of the Harvard Environmental Policy Initiative, I urge the Task Force not to use this term in QER documents.

The First Installment of the QER emphasizes that new technologies and services, particularly distributed energy resources, add significant value to the electricity system. Yet, the document also cautions that “the ‘natural monopoly’ characteristics of much TS&D infrastructure tend to perpetuate the role of incumbent providers [and] constrain innovation” (page S-3). Characterizing state regulation as a “compact” between regulators and IOUs reinforces incumbents’ advantages by erroneously suggesting that the industry must develop within the confines of an imaginary century-old agreement. This “regulatory compact” notion risks dampening the sector’s innovative potential.

As the First Installment acknowledges, growth of distributed energy resources “could challenge utilities’ financial health under current business models” (3-17). But the “compact” description favors the status quo over reform and obligates regulators to maintain a regulatory framework that puts utilities at odds with distributed resources. Rather than endorsing a static “regulatory compact” as the basis for regulation, QER reports should recognize that regulation is rooted in state law, which can be revised to meet society’s changing needs and ensure that regulation continues to prioritize the public interest.

Framing utility regulation as a “compact” is a rhetorical device that has been invoked by industry to argue against competition and in favor of rate increases and cost recovery for investments that did not benefit ratepayers. While several PUCs have used the term “regulatory compact” as a shorthand description of regulation, no court or PUC has concluded that a utility is legally entitled to relief, such as cost recovery, under a “regulatory compact.” On the contrary, PUCs and courts have explicitly rejected such arguments.

At the April 15, 2016 QER stakeholder meeting in Boston, I outlined my objections to the term “regulatory compact” during the public comment session. In this document, I expand on the history of the term, explain why it is misleading and show that the explanation of the term in the Stakeholder Briefing Memo conflicts with PUC orders and the precedents of numerous state courts.
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I. Background: The Briefing Memo Asserts that a “Regulatory Compact” Forged in the Early 20th Century “Legally Binds” Regulators and “Guarantees” Utility Cost Recovery

Under the heading “Distribution,” page 13 of the February 4, 2016 Stakeholder Briefing Memo states:

Although electricity distribution utilities in the United States are organized under a mix of private and public ownership, all of them follow principles that evolved early in the industry’s history to ensure the public’s interest was served by monopoly utility companies. This regulatory compact legally binds IOUs and regulators into a partnership based on reciprocal obligations and provides a powerful voluntary contract between COUs (most of whom are not regulated by state authorities) and their customers. This utility/regulatory model is unlike other commercial relationships because it is able to incorporate the public’s interest in utility obligations while assuring utilities adequate compensation.

The primary benefit of this structure in the early years of the 20th century was to guarantee that utilities would be repaid for investment in expanding electricity service to customers without access and that electricity rates would be reasonable. In the last part of the century, this regulatory compact was used to provide enhanced public benefits including energy efficiency, clean energy, and facilitation of energy production by customers in the form of distributed generation.
II. Framing Utility Regulation as a “Compact” Favors Incumbents Over the Public Interest and May Stifle Innovative Regulatory Approaches

A recent report published by the Edison Electric Institute, the IOUs' trade association, asserts that the “aim of regulation is to preserve the balance of the original bargain between [utility] investors and customers.” Describing the regulatory framework as a bargain or compact prioritizes maintaining incumbents’ advantages over ensuring that regulation aligns with twenty-first century technologies, consumer needs, and societal priorities. QER reports should not endorse this self-serving view, or the metaphor that supports it. As regulators, utilities, and policymakers make decisions about the future direction of the industry, the compact metaphor looks to the past and insinuates that regulators must defend the status quo in order to protect utilities from competitive pressures. On the contrary, regulation serves the public interest, not regulated utilities.

Around the country, robust debates are underway about the future of the electricity system, and particularly about the roles that distributed energy resources and third-party service providers may play. As the First Installment recognizes, enabling these resources and providers to flourish may require new regulatory approaches. But IOUs are resisting reforms that diminish their control over the grid and captive ratepayers. The Task Force should avoid implicitly putting its thumb on the scale in these proceedings by endorsing the compact metaphor.

Instead, the QER reports should use a competitively neutral description of electricity distribution regulation. One starting point is the Supreme Court’s recognition that public utilities were “created for public purposes [and] perform a function of the state.” As instruments of the state, they have unique authorities, such as the power to exercise eminent domain. In turn, the government has a responsibility to “protect the people against unreasonable charges for services rendered.”

The PUC-administered rate-setting process is thus the core of government oversight. Ratemaking provides IOUs with reasonable assurances that they can earn a return by prudently meeting consumer demand for electricity. The ratemaking process is conducted pursuant to state law and within the confines of Supreme Court precedent. While ratemaking is a highly technical process, it ultimately requires regulators to balance various interests. Like all aspects of utility regulation, the ratemaking process can be modified by state legislatures and PUCs.

Regulation has been a substitute for competition because competition was considered inefficient. But regulation and the industry have evolved. In much of the country, and over the objections of many IOUs, federal and state regulators brought competition to the bulk power system by enabling the creation of markets for wholesale generation and retail supply. Decentralized technologies and services allow regulators to further open the once-closed utility distribution system. These resources offer new possibilities for energizing and balancing the grid. Regulation should foster innovative approaches that benefit society, as a competitive market should, rather than shield incumbents from competitive pressures.

---

a ALFRED E. KAHN, THE ECONOMICS OF REGULATION: PRINCIPLES AND INSTITUTIONS, VOL. 1, 20 (1970) ("The essence of regulation is the explicit replacement of competition with governmental orders as the principal institutional device for assuring good performance.").
III. Suggesting that Utility Regulation Is Based on a Compact Is Misleading and Historically Inaccurate

The term "regulatory compact" does not appear in any PUC order or court decision until 1982, seventy-five years after states first passed public utility laws to regulate investor-owned utilities (IOUs). PUC regulation did not emerge from a compact, but from a consensus among industry, politicians, financiers, and academics. This consensus was codified into state laws, which have since served as the legal basis for PUC regulation. The briefing memo incorrectly suggests otherwise. There is no separate compact that governs the relationships among IOUs, PUCs, and the public. The regulatory compact is a "myth" and a "misleading metaphor whose time has passed."  

A. PUC Regulation Is Premised on State Law

At the turn of the twentieth century, monopoly IOUs emerged from a brief period of fierce competition. To provide electric service to the public, a company first obtained a franchise from a municipality, which permitted it to string wires across city streets and serve residents. It was common for cities to grant franchises to all electric companies that applied. Without restrictions on where they could provide service, electric companies often competed for the same densely packed, affluent downtown customers. Collectively, early entrepreneurs over-invested in these areas of high demand, building duplicative infrastructure.

The inevitable consequence of this unregulated competition was consolidation. Some companies went out of business, while others purchased or merged with their competitors. Although competition is typically regarded as a vital component of the nation's economic system, unfettered competition in this nascent industry proved futile, chaotic, and destructive.

As the competitive process was playing out, industry, politicians, academics, and financiers reached a "consensus" that transferring regulatory authority from municipalities to the states would bring order to the industry. Electric utilities advocated for state-sanctioned monopolies, regulated by a commission of technocrats, because they understood that the state's endorsement of utility monopolies would eliminate investor concerns about competition. Investments in utility companies would be perceived as low-risk, which would enable the utilities themselves to borrow money at low-interest rates to finance expansion. As Samuel Insull, a powerful utility executive and proponent of state regulation, explained in 1913, "there is one great advantage that must follow regulation, and that advantage is protection."

In 1907, Wisconsin and New York became the first two states to regulate electric utility rates under state law. Under the Wisconsin law, each utility was granted an "indeterminate" permit that provided the privilege of continuing business as long as the utility furnished adequate service at

\[\text{Comprehensive searches using the commercial legal database Westlaw reveal that the term "regulatory compact" first appears in an order issued by the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Re Boston Edison Company, 46 P.U.R.4th 431 (Apr. 30, 1982). The search also included the terms "regulatory bargain" and "regulatory contract." See also Douglas N. Jones, National Regulatory Research Institute, “A Perspective on Social Contract and Telecommunications Regulation” (June 1987) (speculating that the regulatory compact notion can be traced to the "social contract" concept from political philosophy, finding that some textbooks on public utility economics referred to the regulatory construct as a "social contract," "regulatory charter," or "regulatory bargain," and providing examples of industry's use of these terms in the late 1980s).} \]
reasonable rates. The state PUC was authorized to approve rates based on the valuation of property “actually used and useful for the convenience of the public” and was required to assure that rates were not “unjust, unreasonable, discriminatory, or preferential.” This model spread quickly—by 1922, thirty-seven states passed laws that charged similar regulatory commissions with overseeing electric utilities.

For politicians and government officials, PUC oversight was “typical of other reforms of the Progressive era” of American politics. It was a mechanism for avoiding municipal corruption and restraining powerful but necessary corporations to ensure that they operated for the benefit of both shareholders and citizens. Staffed by supposedly “politically neutral experts who could administer the laws using rational and scientific approaches,” the PUC itself reflected “the true spirit of Progressive ideology.”

For ratepayers, a regulated monopoly was presumed to be less expensive than a competitive market. When PUC regulation was enacted in the early twentieth century, the costs per kilowatt-hour of electricity production were declining as total production increased. Competition would have split the market among multiple firms, with each firm producing a fraction of society’s total electricity demand. With lower output, no firm would have realized the economies of scale of a single, monopoly firm and would therefore have higher per-unit costs. Firms and industries exhibiting these characteristics are often considered “natural monopolies.”

Some aspects of utility regulation, such as the utility’s eminent domain authority, may, in some states, have roots that are traceable to contract-like franchise agreements. Many utilities continue to hold franchises, granted by municipalities or states, but these have been largely superseded by PUC regulation. For example, whether a utility held exclusive service territory was initially governed by its franchise. However, nearly all states eventually passed laws that established exclusive territories for IOUs, which had the effect of granting IOUs de facto monopolies, even if IOU franchises were technically non-exclusive. Today, nearly every aspect of utility regulation, and particularly ratemaking, is governed by a body of law that emanates from state public utility laws. There is no separate compact, contract, or agreement.

B. The Term “Regulatory Compact” Was Popularized When IOUs Faced Financial Challenges

The first PUC order or court decision to include the phrase “regulatory compact” was published in 1982 by the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (DPU). That DPU order recounts the history of a cancelled nuclear plant and decides whether the IOU may recover the costs of the failed project from ratepayers. When regulators across the country debated such requests in the 1980s, and a decade later when they considered restructuring the industry, IOUs and some PUCs used the “compact” framing in debates about stranded-cost recovery and protections from competition. This metaphorical compact is rooted neither in history nor in law.

Historically, PUC regulation encouraged utility growth. The ratemaking formula was devised when expanding access to electricity and enabling more consumption were both in the public interest. Rates were designed to finance low-cost expansion. With per-unit costs of electricity declining, the ratemaking process allowed IOUs to capture the profits of expansion while consumers actually paid
less per kilowatt-hour of energy. So long as these two premises—need for expansion and declining costs—held, traditional ratemaking provided reliable and steady growth.

However, in many parts of the country, the industry shifted rapidly in the 1970s. Utility productivity growth disappeared, and key costs, particularly for fuel and interest, spiked. In response and due to changing economic conditions, consumer demand growth declined. Many utilities were accustomed to consistent sales growth and were caught off guard by the slowdown.

Because the robust growth that they had anticipated dropped off, utilities’ planned investments were no longer needed to meet demand. Compounding that miscalculation, many utilities had underestimated the costs of generation projects, and the nuclear accident at Three Mile Island in 1979 stymied nuclear projects around the country. Utilities cancelled numerous planned and even partially constructed nuclear plants. One analysis concluded that utilities spent a total of $15 billion on more than 120 cancelled nuclear plants between 1972 and 1990.

In 1982, Boston Edison Company asked regulators to provide reimbursement from its ratepayers for expenses associated with one of these cancelled nuclear plants. In its order, the state’s DPU allowed for partial recovery, concluding that the utility should have cancelled the project in June 1980 and that any subsequent expenses were imprudent and not recoverable. To explain its decision, the DPU reasoned that there is a “bargain implicit in the public utility laws.” The key elements of this three-party “regulatory compact” are the “[utility’s] service obligation, regulatory price control, and the [ratepayers’] support obligation.” In general, when the utility expends money in furtherance of its “service obligation,” “regulatory price control” ensures that ratepayers uphold their “support obligation.” Because regulators set rates that preclude a utility from earning “extraordinary profits,” the DPU required that in this case ratepayers pay for part of the cancelled plant in order to prevent the utility from incurring an “extraordinary loss.”

The term “regulatory compact” next appeared in a 1984 Washington commission order. Like the Massachusetts DPU, Washington regulators concluded that expenditures on a cancelled nuclear plant incurred after the company should have known that the plant was no longer needed were imprudent and therefore could not be recovered from ratepayers. The Commission rooted its decision in the “social and economic compact of utility regulation” that confers a “social duty to serve” and “provide[s] for a utility to recover expenses it prudently undertakes to meet that obligation.” By allowing the utility to recover most of the costs it incurred for the cancelled plant, the utility avoided an “extraordinary loss” and the Commission “upheld” the “regulatory compact.”

As discussed in Section IV.B, both Massachusetts and Washington regulators invoked the compact metaphor to explain how they balanced the relevant parties’ interests in that particular case.

In 1987, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit also addressed cost recovery of a cancelled nuclear plant. The court remanded to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) an order that denied a utility cost recovery in federally regulated wholesale rates. In a concurring opinion, Judge Kenneth Starr wrote that the “utility business represents a compact of sorts” and observed that “[e]ach party to the compact gets something in the bargain.” The “compact of sorts” was descriptive; it was not relevant for the court’s or the concurring opinion’s reasoning. The term
“regulatory compact” appears in only a few other federal court decisions. In each case, the court is quoting from a litigant’s brief or, in a single instance, a proposed FERC rulemaking.

That proposed FERC rulemaking was the precursor to the Commission’s landmark Order No. 888, which required utilities to file open access transmission tariffs and paved the way for the industry’s restructuring in the mid-1990s. FERC stated in the proposed rule that past utility “investments have been made under a ‘regulatory compact’ whereby utilities—and their shareholders—expect to recover prudently incurred costs.”33 It concluded that “reliance on past contractual and regulatory practices must be recognized and past investments protected.” In an order immediately following Order No. 888, FERC affirmed its decision to provide stranded cost recovery based on “equity.” The Commission stated that “to deny stranded cost recovery would violate the pre-existing regulatory compact.”34 FERC then abandoned the term “regulatory compact,” and has not used it since Order 888-A, issued in 1997.d

Meanwhile, gas, electric, and telephone utilities used the term extensively in the 1990s in PUC proceedings and before FERC,35 often to argue against competitive entry and in favor of stranded cost recovery. For instance, a Michigan electric utility told state regulators that “retail wheeling is incompatible with [its] obligation to serve under the ‘regulatory compact’;”36 a New York telephone company argued that “introducing competition, has altered the historic regulatory compact;”37 and Maryland utilities claimed that a regulatory compact “entitled” them to stranded cost recovery.38

Approximately twenty PUCs used the term in the 1990s as well (not including instances where PUC orders summarize the arguments presented to it), and nearly thirty PUCs have ever used the term. Across all PUCs, the term is used sparingly; nearly all PUCs that have ever used the term have done so in fewer than five orders. Moreover, as discussed in the next section, the term is legally irrelevant. It is used as a shorthand description but is never a basis for reaching a legal conclusion. In fact, several PUCs and at least two state courts explicitly rejected the regulatory compact theory as a basis for providing utilities the legal relief they requested.

IV. The Briefing Memo’s Definition of the “Regulatory Compact” Is Legally Wrong

Shorthand descriptions and metaphors can bring clarity to complicated issues. The term “regulatory compact,” however, misses the mark. DOE’s Memo adds to the confusion by defining the so-called compact as a “legally binding” contract that “guarantees” cost recovery. This characterization of utility regulation is wrong as a matter of law.

A. The So-Called Regulatory Compact Is a Metaphor, not a “Legally Binding” Contract

As discussed in the previous section, PUC regulation of electric distribution utilities is based on state law, not an unwritten compact. No court has ever endorsed the proposition that there is a legally binding agreement between utilities and regulators. Even when PUCs have given the term
regulatory compact very limited legal meaning, they have ascribed the term different meanings and recognized that they can unilaterally modify the “compact.”

Where the term regulatory compact does appear in court decisions, it has been qualified as a “compact of sorts,” a “theoretical agreement,” or a “theory.” An Arizona state appeals court was explicit: “[t]he nature of [the utility’s] relationship with the State through the Commission is not contractual.” The court found that the cases relied on by the utility “were speaking descriptively or metaphorically; none holds that there is an actual contract, for breach of which the law of contracts gives a remedy.” The court concluded that the utility had no contractual rights because it was unable to rebut the legal rule that regulation under state law does not create a contract.

The court explained in more detail why state utility laws do not create a legal contract. As first-year law students are taught, an enforceable contract is formed through an offer, an acceptance, consideration, and sufficient specification of terms. A party asserting that there is a contract bears the burden of proving that each element is present. Not surprisingly, the court found that “[s]everal of the characteristics of an actual contract are missing here.” An article in a 1999 legal journal elaborates on the missing contract elements. It concludes that utilities’ contract theory as a basis for stranded cost recovery is “flawed” because “the parties to this ostensible contract have never been adequately identified, nor have the necessary elements for contract formation been shown.” Even if one assumed that a contract did exist, there are no explicit or implicit provisions that mandate stranded cost recovery.

Many PUCs reached similar conclusions in the 1990s about whether any “regulatory compact” dictates stranded cost recovery. Washington regulators determined that “[t]here is no agreement or compact, stated or unstated, that commits the Commission to ensure that [the utility's] capital will be recovered fully regardless of any changes in the economic, technological, or regulatory environment.” The Pennsylvania PUC concluded that it “is not required to grant a utility recovery of 100% of its claimed stranded costs upon either constitutional principles or a 'regulatory compact' theory.” In Vermont, regulators found “no basis in law to support the existence of a regulatory compact that constitutes a binding and enforceable contract with the State.” And the Texas PUC rejected a utility’s arguments, stating that “[t]here is no written contract by which the State of Texas promised to pay a utility a reasonable return on and of its generation investment.”

State regulators also found that there is no “compact” that shields vertically integrated monopolies from competition. The New Mexico Commission explained in 1998:

PNM [Public Service Company of New Mexico] asserts a so-called ‘regulatory compact’ that would purport to grant PNM protection . . . Simply put, there is no

---

* Although it rejected the idea that there is a “binding regulatory compact between the State and its electric utilities,” Vermont regulators concluded that the argument has “some equitable force” in the context of stranded cost recovery amidst industry restructuring. The PUC determined that it must “protect the financial viability of Vermont’s electric utilities without denying Vermont’s ratepayers the lower market prices that customer choice would offer.” Re: Restructuring of the Electric Utility Industry in Vermont, 174 P.U.R.4th 409 (VT P.S.B. 1996).
such 'compact' and there is no 'grant of monopoly power.' Instead, there are only the applicable laws of the United States, the State of New Mexico and the rules and regulations of the Commission. PNM's suggestion that regulation of it as a utility is the result of its 'submission to Commission control' is without foundation in the law. Regulation of PNM as a utility is not something 'bargained for' between PNM and the Commission. Regulation is the mandate of the Public Utility Act, passed by the legislature and signed into law by the Governor. It is not subject to negotiation and is not premised on PNM's consent to be regulated.

PUCs that have used the term "regulatory compact" as a metaphor have found that the "compact" can be modified when circumstances change. The Ohio PUC concluded that new state and federal laws and technological advancements "made it possible to reconsider the regulatory compact [with telecommunications companies] and to determine to what extent, if any, this Commission can substitute competitive market forces in place of regulatory forces." In the 1990s, as it set the stage for electric industry restructuring, the California PUC found that the "regulatory compact must . . . change if we expect the state's consumers and [] economy to continue to benefit from this vital industry." In these two instances, the "compact" is a shorthand description of the then-effective regulatory model. The PUC orders are not referring to an actual agreement. That these PUCs asserted a unilateral right to change the arrangement based on developments in the industry underscores that regulators are not legally bound by any "compact."

Regulators have also ascribed different meanings to the term "regulatory compact." Idaho regulators described an order that assured a utility that its investment in a hydro facility could be included in its rate base as a "regulatory compact" between the utility and the PUC. Wyoming regulators described a specific cost recovery mechanism as a "regulatory compact" between the utility and its ratepayers. In these orders, the "regulatory compact" stands for the uncontroversial proposition that PUC orders create legally binding obligations, as specified in that order. They do not endorse the view that there is a sweeping contract that underlies regulation.

To summarize, there is no legally binding agreement between regulators and utilities, or between ratepayers and utilities, that governs utility regulation. Although some PUCs have used the "regulatory compact" metaphor, they do not use the term consistently and have recognized that they may modify the so-called compact as they see fit. Thus, the regulatory compact metaphor has no legal force.

B. **There Is No Blanket “Guarantee” that Utilities Will Be Repaid for Investments**

The Supreme Court's 1944 decision in *Federal Power Commission v. Hope* set the Constitutional standard for utility ratemaking. The Court held that "fixing 'just and reasonable' rates involves a balancing of the investor and consumer interests. . . . [r]egulation does not insure that the business shall produce net revenues." The Court also recognized that the "investor interest has a legitimate concern with the financial integrity of the company whose rates are being regulated."

Courts and PUCs have understood that the Supreme Court's holding guarantees only that utilities have an opportunity to recover investments from ratepayers. In addition, as the Michigan Supreme Court concluded in 1944, utility regulators have "discretionary power to exclude any and
all unnecessary elements of expense in determining a just and reasonable rate.” In 1989, the Supreme Court likewise concluded that a “scheme of utility regulation does not ‘take’ property simply because it disallows recovery of capital investments that are not ‘used and useful in service to the public.’” The nuclear cost recovery cases discussed in Part III.A illustrate this principle in action. In both Massachusetts and Washington, regulators relied on Hope as the legal basis for their decisions. The “compact” metaphor described regulators’ approaches to balancing consumer and investor interests in the unusual circumstances of a utility facing a one-time “extraordinary loss.”

State courts have likewise concluded that regulation provides utilities with an opportunity but not a guarantee that they will recover all incurred costs. The Wisconsin Supreme Court held that regulation by the Public Service Commission (PSC) “does not guarantee the amount of revenue a utility will generate nor the rate of return it will earn for its shareholders. Rather, the PSC sets rates which give the utility the opportunity to earn the authorized rate of return.” The Pennsylvania Supreme Court rejected utilities’ arguments that under Hope they have “a constitutionally guaranteed right to rates which would preserve their financial integrity.” Instead, Hope sets a balancing test “to be applied with the aim of protecting consumers against exploitation at the hands of utility companies while seeking to preserve [utilities’] financial integrity.”

In 1996, a New York appeals court rejected arguments that the PUC violated the regulatory compact by deciding to evaluate stranded cost recovery on a case-by-case basis, rather than issue a blanket cost-recovery guarantee to all utilities. The Court held that the regulatory compact arguments are contradicted by state law and “have repeatedly been rejected by the courts.” Consistent with Hope, the Court said that “‘[j]ust and reasonable’ rates do not necessarily guarantee utilities net revenues nor do they immunize utilities from the effects of competition.”

Arguably, Supreme Court precedent does not even guarantee a utility’s continued existence. In 1945, the Court held that a regulated street car company that had seen its ridership dwindle as automobiles gained market share was not entitled to rates that ensured its profitability. The Court held that the Constitution “has not and cannot be applied to insure values or to restore values that have been lost by the operation of economic forces.” If electric utilities lose ratepayer revenue to distributed energy resources, microgrids, or other technologies and services, neither the Constitution nor a metaphorical regulatory compact guarantees them a right to rates that provide for their continued viability.

C. “Public Benefits” Are Unrelated to a Metaphorical Compact

The QER Briefing Memo incorrectly claims that the “regulatory compact was used to provide enhanced public benefits including energy efficiency, clean energy, and facilitation of energy production by customers in the form of distributed generation.” Utilities in many states are legally required to achieve energy efficiency targets and meet clean energy goals. Those obligations are typically enshrined into law by the state legislature, and wholly unrelated to a so-called compact.

The Supreme Court has long held that “regulation of utilities is one of the most important of the functions traditionally associated with the police power of the States.” States, and not the federal government, authorize the construction of new power plants and can dictate which fuels may be used to generate electricity.
States have exercised their broad authority in a variety of ways. As of May 2016, twenty-nine states have legally binding renewable portfolio standards that require IOUs (and, in some cases, municipal and cooperative utilities) to procure a certain amount of renewable energy each year. These requirements are enshrined in statute in twenty-seven states; in Arizona and New York, the renewable requirements were set by the PUC. Approximately twenty states require IOUs to achieve certain energy efficiency savings. In nearly every such state, these requirements were passed by the legislature.

V. Conclusion

On behalf of the Harvard Environmental Policy Initiative, I urge the Task Force not to use the term “regulatory compact” in QER documents. The term is misleading and inaccurate, and the Briefing Memo’s explanation is legally wrong. More importantly, the QER reports should not constrain regulators by suggesting that they are beholden to incumbent providers or to the industry’s century-old technology and business model. Instead, the QER reports should recognize that regulation ought to foster innovative approaches that benefit society and serve the public interest.
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